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Dear readers,

As expected, the requested funding volume
and funding quota were fully approved; the
programme will run until the end of 2026. In
terms of content, the main focus will be on
how to efficiently and effectively develop
safe, human-centred complex systems that
are increasingly software-defined. Our priorities will remain on automotive and rail, but a
transfer into other domains is intended.
With our eyes set on the future, this year also
gives us a welcome opportunity to look back:
2022 marks the 20th anniversary of the founding of our research center.

Since its foundation, VIRTUAL VEHICLE has
proven that it always pushes its research on
the pulse of the time and ahead. Our goals
have always been to deliver the best possible performance and to continuously improve
what we do. In this respect, VIRTUAL VEHICLE
has become broadly and sustainably anchored internationally and thus contributes to
bringing focus to the profile of the international research community involved in vehicle
development.
We look forward to covering our 20 years success story in the next issue of our VIRTUAL VEHICLE Magazine!

DR. JOST BERNASCH
Managing Director
VIRTUAL VEHICLE
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PROF. HERMANN STEFFAN

Graz University of Technology

Scientific Director
VIRTUAL VEHICLE
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Accelerating Innovation
Founded:

2002

Headquarters: Graz / Austria
Employees:

300+

Turnover:

25 Mio EUR

Website:

www.v2c2.at
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Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH is Europe’s largest R&D center for virtual vehicle technology
with over 300 employees.

Following this focus on industry-related research VIRTUAL VEHICLE is an innovation catalyst for future vehicle technologies.

Research priority is the linking of numerical simulations, SW-defined functions, and hardware testing, which leads to a powerful HWSW whole system design and the reduction of
development & operations efforts.

The international partner network of VIRTUAL
VEHICLE consists of 100+ national and international industrial partners (OEMs, Tier 1+2,
and software vendors) as well as 40+ scientific
institutions.
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PRYSTINE
Programmable Systems for Intelligence in
Automobiles
High performant power electronics for energy
efficient drivetrains and optimization through
multi-physics simulation

InnoFRAME
An effective and systematic way from
product definition to CAE approval
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Seamlessly integrated ECS development processes, safe
and secure digital automation workflows, interoperable
and inter-organizational network solutions.
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VIRTUAL VEHICLE:

Connected Data for Connected Products: The EXPLORE
Data Context HubTM effectively integrates heterogeneous
data sources, provides consistent data and allows system
view and context to data from any perspective.

HiPERFORM
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Future gets complex. How to manage that?

EXPLORE Data Context Hub TM
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January 1st marked not only the beginning
of 2022, but also the start of a new funding
period. After the very successful evaluation in
early summer last year, VIRTUAL VEHICLE has
now received the official confirmation.

VIRTUAL VEHICLE successfully evaluated!
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Large Scale System Approach for
Advanced Charging Solutions

MeTRIcS
A Holistic View on Future Rail - an effective way of
vehicle monitoring and the potential of conditionbased and predictive maintenance.

GSVF 2021
Vehicle Development Next Level

SPIDER on tour
The mobile test-robot wins HOUSKA
prize and goes WorldExpo Dubai
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CEO Notes
DR. JOST BERNASCH, CEO,
Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH

Strong trends like new drivetrains, autonomous
driving, and mobility-as-a-service, accompanied
by decarbonization goals, lead to huge challenges for the automotive industry. One of the biggest tasks will be to access, understand and properly use the huge amounts of data available.
The automotive industry has experienced a turbulent year. Rising demand, supply chain instability
and rapidly evolving customer needs have put the
industry under pressure. In the face of accelerating change and advancing digitalization, the historic boundaries between OEM and supplier are
now gradually dissolving. Just recently, Qualcomm
announced its partnership with General Motors,
Intel’s Mobileye division presented a cooperation
with Volkswagen and Ford and computer chip
manufacturer NVIDIA unveiled plans in AI and simulation for autonomous driving solutions. This trend
is likely to continue since value being delivered to
the market will increasingly be created by software:
software-enabled functions and perception, software-connected data predicting health and lifetime
of a battery, software-powered over-the-air, a huge
variety of ADAS systems with over-the-air updates
being realized by a multi layer HW/SW architecture.

product performance data back to engineering
and improve the quality and performance of new
designs. On the other hand, a system-oriented
development with a network of functions and
mutual interaction requires the connected use of
very different data. In the wake of these developments, new questions need to be answered. For
example, how to model the trace lines between
dynamic product development items, evolving
development process, and methods for radically
changing products? How to build the bridges between Systems Engineering and agile development
methods? In our article on the EXPLORE Data Context Hub TM (pages 6-8), we shed some light on these questions.
Becoming sustainable
At the same time, green mobility and sustainable
development become key to the corporate agenda. While environmental, social governance (ESG)
has always been part of the sourcing conversation,
it is now essential as a board-level item requiring
a systematic vision and roadmap. Virtual vehicle
technologies represent an excellent opportunity
to boost sustainable development and manufacturing of sustainable vehicles. This has the potential
to immediately improve system efficiency and to
reduce resource consumption.

tal recreation of a domain, thus enabling developers
to test out ADAS, powertrain, rail systems and other
complex systems. Foresighted executives already
see pathways to new revenue streams - real-time
and continuous diagnostics, predictive maintenance, and so on. What’s perhaps less evident at this
stage is how important digital twins will be in enabling developers to deploy solutions faster.

Highly connected products
require network organizations
and highly connected data.
One advantage remains evident: Digitization tools
such as simulation, digital twins and virtual commissioning offer the possibility to validate current
and future solutions and thus reduce the costs of
assessment, implementation and use despite adaptation to change. To achieve this, an appropriate
complexity management is the prerequisite for the
transformation of production systems in the automotive industry. The interaction of simulation with
function-oriented and software-based development is decisive for success, as is the availability of
qualitatively evaluated data. A semantic network
must enable a deeper understanding of the data as
well as immediate access and the appropriate preparation and representation.

Highly connected data
Solutions by VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Keeping digital threads together
Smart manufacturing generates petabytes of data.
Industry leaders must connect the resulting “digital
threads” to drive operating efficiency and quality,
improve brand loyalty and customer experience.
Furthermore, manufacturers will need carefully
developed digital threads to continuously feed
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The digital challenges described before will lead to
the creation of multi-vendor software architectures.
Essential in the future of development and production are automated simulation configuration, SW
functions in prototypes which are mirrored in digital twins and are fed & updated continuously with
fresh measurement data. A digital twin is a ‘live’ digi-

With a combination of three supporting pillars, VIRTUAL VEHICLE contributes to answers and solutions:

objects, which allows data-driven analysis, monitoring and diagnostics without the challenges
and constraints of real-world tests.
2) Description of functions and system behaviour
of software-defined systems.
3) Knowledge graph: providing system view and
system understanding by exploration of causal
context information.
Today, huge amounts of data are represented in
lots of databases in each company. CAD data,
BoM, simulation data, requirements, costs, process
description, meeting notes are generated from different parts of the organization. The challenge is
to (virtually) integrate these data and to access the
knowledge being (implicitly) represented. Therefore, the key to simulation and software functionality
is the highest possible quality of data and – most
important – a deeper understanding of it.
Our company‘s expertise in methodology and
know-how currently is used in several fields: automotive, rail systems, robotics, in the energy sector and in the future also in the healthcare sector.
VIRTUAL VEHICLE has already set standards by its
research in the three pillars mentioned above. This
has been confirmed by independent international
evaluations and a number of international partnerships with large corporations such as VW, recently. With our research, we will continue to support
manufacturers and suppliers in building a high-performance network of value creation.

1) Advanced system simulation of complex systems in the field of Green Transport leading to a
digital twin network as a virtual copy of existing
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Future gets complex.
How to manage that?
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EXPLORE Data Context HubTM

DR. BERND FACHBACH Senior Manager | Efficient Development, Future Engineering

Conway‘s law says: products look like the organization, that develops
the product. How to avoid this effect? Highly connected products require network organizations and highly connected data. The EXPLORE Data
Context HubTM effectively integrates heterogeneous data sources, provides consistent data and allows system view and context to data from
any perspective.
Industrial Demand and Motivation
Key elements for advanced virtualized product development are availability, traceability, reliability, and semantics of data. The
vision of Digital Twins requires consistency
and context of lifecycle data at any time and
regarding any history of the specific product.

Video: Virtual Lab
Tour Section 1:
Information
Network

But how to model the trace lines between
dynamic product development items, evolving development process, and methods for
radically changing products? How to build
the bridges between Systems Engineering
and agile development methods? How to
enable permanent system view in scattered
procedures and data fragments?
Data has to be found in the right context
– from any perspective and related to any
question. Relation between data is even more
important than the data itself because the
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relation is an indicator for the completeness,
the quality, and the correctness of the related
data.
As far as development environment is getting
more and more volatile, technical solutions
must be able to be adapted on demand and
to grow agile.
Graph-based Approach –
EXPLORE Data Context HubTM
VIRTUAL VEHICLE addresses these challenges
by advanced graph technology and developed the EXPLORE Data Context HubTM eco system - making knowledge of heterogeneous
data and relations visible and understandable
and enabling performant exploration and utilization of data. EXPLORE Data Context HubTM
acts as a combination of a single point of
access and a causal content-based integration
layer. Its potential is growing with the amount
of integrated data and with the demand for
dynamically changing viewpoints.
The core of EXPLORE is a neo4j property
graph – generated based on various data sets
and defined relationship conditions between

contained entities. Based on that, EXPLORE
provides web-based service modules that
allow the easy and effective integration and
orchestration of manyfold data sources, the
processing of the content into the graph data
base and the highly performant traversing of
the graph for unlimited complexity of queries. Utilization, exploration, or provision of
the graph content can either be done by the
sophisticated domain-independent EXPLORE frontend application or by any customer
application using the provided EXPLORE frontend API. The complete platform may either
be deployed on a local server or in cloud environment.
The EXPLORE Data Context HubTM platform
has been released in 2021. OEMs and suppliers from automotive and rail domain currently are already working with it. For detailed
information, use the contact information at
the end of the article.
Potential of EXPLORE Data Context HubTM
The goal is to provide context information
wherever it is needed. Data and relations can
be explored from any perspective and regarding any specific question without preparation. Analyzing possible impact chains in data
helps to understand complex relations or system behavior or to investigate solutions for
challenging engineering tasks.

The EXPLORE Data Context HubTM eco system
enables VIRTUAL VEHICLE Research Center
to address significant challenges of system
development - like effective derivation of system concepts or integration of Systems Engineering knowledge into development and
lifecycle processes.
Use Cases from Industry and Research
Automotive Use Case OEM:
Networked Engineering
Heterogeneous data sources are connected
to the EXPLORE Graph-Builder Services: requirements, PDM, generic product structures,
MBSE data sets, functional data sets, issue
management, configuration management.
The platform handles huge data sets, providing and visualizing data, relations, properties, and artefacts (3D-data, pdf, pics etc.) and
provides them both to the EXPLORE frontend
application as well as to customer applications. The EXPLORE frontend application thereby allows seamless navigation between the
entities and data nodes from any role-dependent viewpoint.
Automotive Use Case System Supplier:
Function-based CAE Process
The EXPLORE Data Context HubTM backend
contains the product and development know-
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Connected Data for Connected Products
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Project Updates

DACcelerate - Digital Automatic
Coupling to full digital rail freight
operations

Pictures: VIRTUAL VEHICLE (3), DACcelerate (2), testEPS (1)

EXPLORE Data Context HubTM
collects and combines data
and provides the data to a
workflow guiding system.
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ledge model of the supplier by combining
generic MBSE entities (150% requirements,
function architecture and product structure within a graph-based relation model) and
parameterized model libraries. A rule-graph
model enables a guided instance derivation
from the abstract generic MBSE knowledge
model. By that approach, concept variants
of the product can be defined easily and
even within the early concept phase – mainly
handling requirements and functions. A CI/
CD automation platform is triggered by the
EXPLORE application and automatically runs
model build and solver procedures and provides the result analysis, that is than available
on the EXPLORE platform again.

duct data, manufacturing orchestration, work
task management) prepares them and provides the data to a workflow guiding system. By
that, employees are provided with the valid
and proper instruction information just in
time for each manufacturing step.

Rail Industry Use Case:
The information provision in
manufacturing environment

•

EXPLORE Data Context HubTM collects and
combines data from different sources (pro-
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The Shift2Rail project DACcelerate aims to
manage and directly support the European
DAC Delivery Programme (EDDP) aiming for
a successful and effective implementation of
Digital Automatic Coupling (DAC) across Europe until 2030. The DAC is a key game changer for European rail freight and enabler for
further train automation components. The introduction of power and data lines via a DAC
also allows the required automation of train
preparation processes such as the registration of the wagon order, the wagons themselves, automated brake testing or technical
inspections. Complex manuals processes will
be completely automated, and a freight train
can get ready for departure in minutes rather
than hours.
An area in which VIRTUAL VEHICLE directly
contributes, alongside its railway knowledge,
is Data Communication. This technology enables freight trains, among other functions, the
implementation of electronically controlled

„Scharfenberg“ latch-type desing
selected for future Europe-wide
DAC standard coupler ahead

braking systems. Which means that the speed
can be increased, and the braking distances
shortened.
DACcelerate will establish and apply a framework allowing identification of bottlenecks,
provide a means of cross-sectorial communication between stakeholders and develop a
consolidated migration plan to tackle the individual challenges, while harmonizing technical approaches and developments. To perform these tasks in an efficient manner, the
efforts will be aligned with existing European
structures and activities with relevance for
the EDDP. The consortium around important
players like ÖBB and SCNF is coordinated by
VIRTUAL VEHICLE.

Learn more:
DACcelerate
Website

Read more:
EDDP Presentation
(PDF)

The project DACcelerate has received funding from the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking
under the European Union‘s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under
grant agreement no. 101046657.

Conclusion EXPLORE Data Context HubTM:
•
•

•

provides traceability and context
in heterogeneous data
platform services allow effective integration and processing of heterogeneous
source data
makes knowledge of data and relations
visible and understandable and enables
performant exploration
provides context information from any
perspective.

testEPS – Testing and Verification
Methods for Automated Driving
Functions and Environmental
Perception Systems
The EUREKA project testEPS, coordinated by
VIRTUAL VEHICLE, aims to certify automated
driving functions and environmental perception systems (EPS) for the robust and safe
operation of automated mobility.
The project shall create a unique AustrianHungarian cross-border testing region to

cope with challenges that arise from different
country specifics (e.g. different road markings,
regulations and traffic signs). In addition, virtual and real cross border testing approaches
will be developed, enabling the certification
of driving functions with special focus on EPS
including regulatory and legal aspects.

The project Test.EPS is funded by the
Austrian Federal Ministry for Climate
Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility,
Innovation and Technology (BMK/FFG)
and the Hungarian National Research,
Development and Innovation Office
(DRPI) via the EUREKA network.
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Project PRYSTINE

DR. SELIM SOLMAZ Lead Researcher | Control Systems Group
DR. GEORG STETTINGER Group Leader | Control Systems Group
The European ECSEL research project PRYSTINE realizes Fail-operational Urban Surround perceptION (FUSION). It is based on robust camera, radar, and LiDAR sensor fusion to enable safe automated driving in
urban and rural environments.
Millions of vehicle accidents happen each
year due to human error. Self-driving vehicles
can help to avoid 90% of those accidents. It
might take decades before fully automated
vehicles will become ubiquitous on the EU
roads. However, the EU Commission together
with governments and companies is already
taking active steps to facilitate this technology. Bringing safe automated driving to urban
and rural environments is one of the main
goals for the PRYSTINE project.
Demo-Video:
Path planning
for parking
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Highly automated driving – ultimately aiming
at fully autonomous driving – has been identified as a major enabler to master two of the
Grand Societal Challenges “Individual Mobility” and “Energy Efficiency”. One of the main
challenges to realize highly automated driving is the progression from SAE Level-2 (partial automation) to SAE Level-3 (conditional
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automation) and above. At level-3, the driver
remains available to take over the control in
the event of a failure in the automation chain,
or if the automated driving function (ADF)
reaches its operational limits.
Fail-operational behaviour is essential
At higher automation levels (level-4 and -5),
the driver cannot be relied upon to intervene in a timely and appropriate manner, and
consequently, the automation must be capable of handling safety-critical situations on its
own. As autonomous vehicle technology is
entering a period of development maturity,
fail-operational behaviour becomes pivotal
to bringing this technology to a wider audience. Fail-operational behaviour is essential in
handling safety-critical situations on its own,
which directly impacts safety perception and
the technology adoption rate.
To achieve highly automated driving, failoperational behaviour is essential in the sense-plan-act cycle of the automation chain.
PRYSTINE‘s main target is therefore to realize
Fail-operational Urban Surround perceptION (FUSION). This is based on robust came-

Innovations on an architecture-,
control- and component level
The PRYSTINE project‘s strategy to achieve
this target consisted of innovations at architecture, control, and component levels.

was also investigated (e.g. lateral control to
the driver, longitudinal to the system).
At the component-level, fail-operational
behaviour is addressed through the development of new LiDAR and radar sensors. Innovations here contribute to higher level project
objectives by increasing reliability and performance of sensors at the semiconductor level,
while simultaneously improving the robustness of the sensed data, and decreasing cost,
chip area and power impact.

Demo-Video:
Multi-ObjectTracking

At the architectural-level, fail-operational
behaviour is realized through dependable
electrical/electronic (E/E) architectures. In
doing so, dependability is achieved through
redundancy and diversity in the areas of sensing, sensor fusion, control, and diagnosis.
At the control-level, safety-compliant cointegration of conventional and new AI-based
control approaches are achieved. A significant
challenge in this regard is the integration of
AI-based fusion, control, and diagnosis algorithms as part of an automotive-grade functional safety framework.
Particularly, arbitration or decision-making
algorithms were developed to define the
agent in charge of the vehicle control to master the (predicted) traffic situation. The possibility to address shared control with the driver

The Fail-operational Urban Surround perceptION (FUSION)
is based on robust camera, radar, and LiDAR sensor fusion
as well as supporting control functions.

www.prystine.eu
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Programmable Systems for Intelligence
in Automobiles

ra, radar, and LiDAR sensor fusion, as well as
supporting control functions to enable safe
automated driving in urban and rural environments. The PRYSTINE project positions
itself as a key enabler for the robust and failoperational automated driving.
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Wide Band Gap Power Electronics

Efficient Reference Process

HiPERFORM Successfully Completed

InnoFRAME – an effective and systematic way
from product definition to CAE approval

DR. ALEXANDER THALER | Battery Group Leader
High performant Wide Band Gap Power Electronics for teliable, energy
efficient drivetrains and optimization through multi-physics simulation
– that was the ambitious goal of HiPERFORM. With the final meeting, the
ECSEL JU project is successfully completed.

Dr. Alexander Thaler
alexander.thaler@v2c2.at

31 partners from 8 European countries are
working together to pave the way for a decarbonised transport system. Within the project
duration, VIRTUAL VEHICLE developed a new
method to predict the behaviour of magnetic components within a white-band-gap
power inverter, especially covering the high
frequency switching domain. Additionally,
ground-braking new cooling strategies are
investigated, which allows the full utilization
of this new technology in sense of power
density.

Pictures: HiPerform (1), PRIV (1), SHUTTERSTOCK (1)

HiPERFORM in times of COVID19
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The impact of COVID19 has not spared
HiPERFORM either. Due to the high level of
qualitative risk assessment and the continuous monitoring of the status, it was possible
to mitigate the most significant consequences. Because of entry restrictions and travel
regulations of the companies, all physical
meetings were changed to online meetings.
Above all, it was important to the HiPERFORM consortium to ensure the safety of all
project staff and partners. During the project
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time, the partners had three major meetings
held virtually.
„The HiPERFORM project offered VIRTUAL
VEHICLE a unique configuration to step
into the details and challenges of power
electronics development and integration.“
Final HiPERFORM Meeting
In the fall of 2021, it was finally possible to meet
up in person for the concluding HiPERFORM
meeting! All project partners came together
in Graz to participate in the final review meeting, which took place from 28. – 29. October
2021 at the AVL Smart City. It was an exciting
exchange between the project partners and
the reviewers; and HiPERFORM was highly
praised for the excellent implementation and
project work.

Key Facts & Figures
Partners: 31
JU Funding: 12 Mio €
Countries: 8
Project Start: 1st May 2018
Budget: 41 Mio € Duration: 42 months
Coordinator: AVL List GmbH
This project has received funding from the ECSEL Joint Undertaking (JU)
under grant agreement No 783174. The JU receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme and
Austria, Spain, Belgium, Germany, Slovakia, Italy, Netherlands, Slovenia.

www. hiperform.eu

DR. JOSEF GIRSTMAIR | Lead Researcher, Powertrain Dynamics and Acoustics
DR. BERND FACHBACH | Key Researcher, Efficient Development, Future Engineering
InnoFRAME focuses on an efficient reference process
for the early concept development phase of lighting
systems. It provides a function-based system environment prototype, allowing to focus on extensive
functional testing of future products.

The early concept development process is challenging:
Developers need to find solutions based on little input
information. To enable the implementation of CAE processes in that phase, a knowledge-based systems engineering approach offers a high potential to gain effectivity and speed.
Together with partner ZKW, VIRTUAL VEHICLE is developing a reference process and a function-based systemenvironment-concept, based on four major aspects:
1) Concept variants are derived through a knowledgemodel-based CAE process. Via a customized user interface, the development engineer is guided through the
definition process under assurance of flexibility, consistency, and efficiency;
2) Consistency and traceability are essential features of
process support. All information trace lines are modelled
in a graph-database, they can be made available in context at any time;

3) A physics-based approach for fast calculating concept models has been investigated. Focus has been
set on the use cases of thermal and structural dynamics
behaviour of headlamps;
4) An approach for orchestration and automatization
of CAE simulation process has been derived. It covers
the model build process, the parametrization, the solving task, and the results extraction.
This allows the development engineer to focus on
extensive functional testing and robustness analysis of
the future product. The prototypical realisation in the
project also combines existing innovative technology
bricks developed at VIRTUAL VEHICLE – such as EXPLORE Knowledge Graph, CI/CD Framework and methods of
model order reduction.

InnoFRAME Facts:
• Continuous Integration approach
• Traceability of development information
• Engineering systematic for collaboration
• Effective CAE support for early concept phase
• Physics-based model simplification
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Integrated Toolchain

EU Project

iDev40: Integrated Development
by Dr. Michael Schmeja, Manfred Rosenberger, Michael Spitzer
Contributions: Inge Gsellmann, Martin Wifling, Matthias Hebenstreit
The European research project introduces seamlessly integrated ECS
development processes, safe and secure digital automation workflows,
interoperable and inter-organizational network solutions.

Pictures: iDev Project (2), VIRTUAL VEHICLE (2)

iDev40 stands for Integrated Development 4.0.
39 partners from six countries are involved in
researching the smart networking of development and production processes for electronic
components and systems (ECS). With a project
volume of 47 million Euros, iDev40 is among the
biggest European research projects with a focus

Figure 1: The AR tool supports the production worker
in assembling the device, reduces the susceptibility
to errors and increases productivity
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on digitization along the entire value chain
and Industry 4.0. During the project period,
VIRTUAL VEHICLE succeeded in developing
several industry-related solutions presented
in this article.
A unique approach:
TwinFactory@VIRTUAL VEHICLE
With the help of the unique TwinFactory@
VIRTUALVEHICLE approach, the production
equipment from the semiconductor industry
can be virtually mapped by a Digital Twin.
A Zero Failure Attempt can be enabled. The
model.CONNECT platform powered by VIRTUAL VEHICLE is used to mathematically couple
the necessary simulation tools via DCP (Distributed Co-Simulation Protocol) and feed them
with real-time sensor data observed from the
process. If undesired deviations occur (e.g.
due to machine wear, changed supplier lot,
tolerance deviations, etc.), the deviation can
be compensated in real time by readjusting
all production parameters involved and conformity can be guaranteed for each part.
To demonstrate this, a feasibility study was
carried out with an Austrian semiconductor

company. This novel zero-failure concept
was validated in the real scenario „laser cutting of the wafer“. It was shown that critical
and quality-sensitive mechanical adjustment
processes can be avoided with the help of the
Twin-Factory control concept. With the proof
of feasibility, the patent „Method of adapting
a manufacturing process for a component“
was filed.
Automated generation of
3D assembly animations

production. For this purpose, a web-based
demonstrator was developed to perform a
mapping from EBOM (Engineering Bill of
Materials) to MBOM (Manufacturing Bill of
Materials). This complex work step was previously performed manually, and its automation has resulted in a valuable increase of
productivity for the industry partner.

Watch the video:
Introduction to the
iDev40 Project

Furthermore, VIRTUAL VEHICLEs mixed reality prototype provides the production employee with real-time assembly instructions.
Until now, assembly instructions were labori-

Industry 4.0 stands for small batch sizes and
high product variability. Since the workpiece
changes frequently, the employee therefore
needs constantly updated, context-related
instructions for assembly. This is made possible by new digital mixed reality tools and devices (Fig. 1) which provide engineering data to
the shopfloor worker. However, a prerequisite
for this are efficient and continuous processes
at the interface between engineering, process planning and production.
Thus, VIRTUAL VEHICLE developed an endto-end toolchain that enables seamless digital information transfer from engineering to

Figure 2: The fork of the robot can be placed
in 3D space by grabbing the orange sphere
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ously created manually for each variant (e.g.,
after a change request). This process used to
be very error prone. The new solution enables
the automated generating of 3D assembly
animations based on the transformed MBOM.
This new approach was evaluated by conducting a study within the Learning Factory at the
Graz University of Technology.
An intuitive mixed reality-based robot
teach-in-tool
Finally, VIRTUAL VEHICLE developed a HoloLens-2 application to support the robot
teach-in process. The use case is part of the
wafer production process and the task to
teach is to take a wafer from the wafer box to
the related workstation. The teach-in process

Three Questions to...

Inge Gsellmann, MSc.

iDev40 System Architect &
Mixed Reality Researcher

iDev40 UI Specialist &
HoloLens Engineer

Pictures: VIRTUAL VEHICLE (4), PRIV (1)

Michael Spitzer: In our use-case partners’ domain
a common approach is to enter angles for each
single axis at the joints of the robot. The resulting
position of the arm of the robot is a combination of
all the angles on all its joints.
What is the challenge in the teach-in process?
Michael Spitzer: One of the objectives of VIRTUAL VEHICLE is to build up an innovation ecosystem
by offering services (e.g., training in MBD) and reaching out to new partners. Another important task
is to encourage SMEs to apply for the open calls
and support the winners by monitoring and eva-
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The final VIRTUAL VEHICLE solution uses an
intuitive UI concept with inverse kinematics to control the robot by moving just the
gripper arm without worrying about single
joint angles. This interaction technique is very
intuitive and can be used even by inexperienced employees. Fig.2 shows the new robot
interaction in the perspective of the Microsoft
HoloLens. This setting can easily be used and
will save dozens of business trips, hundreds
of working hours and ten thousand of airline
miles respective tons of carbon.

DI Michael Spitzer

How are robots currently being taught how to go to
target positions?
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is very demanding, because one must teach
each axis individually, and they influence each
other. Therefore, it is common for specialists
to travel around the world to do this on site.

luating their projects. Moreover, VIRTUAL VEHICLE
also ensures the proper functioning of the collaboration platform.
What is your approach to that challenge?
Inge Gsellmann: Using Mixed Reality glasses like
the Microsoft HoloLens, you can take the robot
by its virtual hand and guide it to the expected
position. Instead of adapting each single angle
manually, you let an algorithm compute the required angles of the axis and simulate the computed
movement via your MR glasses before committing
this movement and execute it. This can also work in
the process of refining the final position.

www.idev40.eu

OSCCAR Project
successfully finished

The future highly automated vehicle, with comfort and convenience enhancing features
such as relaxed seating positions in reclined and rotated seats, requires the development of
more advanced and novel restraint systems.
After nearly four intense and productive years,
the OSCCAR H2020 project recently was successfully finished. By partnering with vehicle
manufacturers, technical universities, and
OEMs in the EU Horizon 2020 funded research
project OSCCAR, the use of a comprehensive
integrated approach for the development of
future advanced occupant protection was
guaranteed.
Future, critical accident scenarios were identified, protection principles and concepts for
occupant protection were developed, human
body models (HBM) were further developed,
thus allowing for continuous assessment of
complex accident scenarios, taking occupant
heterogeneity like gender, age, size, weight
and other demographic factors into consideration. This paves the way for applicable
Virtual Testing, allowing for a dedicated and
individual increase in occupant safety for the
population.
Main results achieved
Looking back after 3 1/2 years of OSCCAR
intensive project work, the consortium is
proud to present more than 30 high-quality
publications and 20+ state of the art enhan-

cing public OSCCAR deliverables. OSCCAR
also provides a large set of open access data
and models for post OSCCAR use in the field
of virtual testing harmonization, HBM validation, openpass, etc.
The communication and dissemination of
knowledge to the international transport
community and the several clustering activities and involvement of standardisation
groups has made the project visible to the
international research community in this
field and also to regulatory and consumer
test organizations in the US and Asia. The
joint research on highly safety relevant topics
definitely raised awareness for future vehicle
safety.
From a long-term perspective, OSCCAR will
contribute to the reduction of the number of
road fatalities, the severity of injuries and the
number of inured persons. Parts of a public
future accident & conflict scenario database
in particular for use of OEMs, Tier suppliers
and road operators/ infrastructure providers,
even legislation authorities is already in use
from other projects as well as in publications.

Werner Leitgeb
Lead Researcher
Vehicle & Road Safety
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Manuela Klocker
Senior Researcher
Vehicle & Road Safety
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Read more:
All datasets, publication
and public deliverables:

www.osccarproject.eu
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They will help to maintain the balance between
electricity demand and production and thus
increase grid stability. Further, they can defer or
even mitigate grid reinforcements on a local distribution level.

Incentives

Required
power per
transformer
station

Models for the
user behavior
SoC,

powered by

IC S

Independent Co-Simulation

XL-Connect - Large Scale System Approach
for Advanced Charging Solutions
DR. ALOIS STEINER | Lead Researcher, Innovative Energy Management & Comfort Systems
With Virtual Vehicle’s XL-Connect, advanced charging technologies and concepts can be investigated and optimized for
their deployment on a large scale. This enables the integration of renewables in the electricity system and to help to maintain the balance between electricity demand and production.
The number of battery-powered electric vehicles
(EVs) in the EU is expected to be at 30-40 million
by 2030. This strong increase of electric vehicles is
a big challenge for the energy system in Europe.
Especially local distribution grids can be brought
to their limits when future EV owners will charge
their vehicles in the same time period in the evening. Expensive reinforcements and extensions
of the grid would be necessary to avoid partial
shutdowns. An alternative solution to these reinforcements is the usage of advanced charging
concepts, which can bring benefits to all involved
stakeholders.

Pictures: VIRTUAL VEHICLE (3)

With Virtual Vehicle’s XL-Connect the following
innovative charging concepts can be analyzed
and optimized:
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• V1G: Smart charging, also called V1G, refers to
the ability to modify the charging power and
the charging time. This can help to reduce the
grid load during peak hours and to decrease
the cost of charging.
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• V2G: Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) refers to bidirectional energy flow between an electric vehicle and the grid. Thus, the owner of an electric
vehicle becomes a “Prosumer” (consumer who
also produces) of energy and can help to stabilize the grid during peak hours.
• V2X: The category V2X includes V2G, as well as
V2C (Vehicle-to-customer). The latter includes
vehicle-to-building (V2B), where the energy
is transferred to non-residential buildings and
vehicle-to-home (V2H), where the electric
vehicle provides energy to a residential building.
If smart charging is applied, the batteries from
EVs can support the integration of intermittent
renewable energy (sun and wind) in the electricity system (sector coupling of transport and
electricity). Vehicle-to-grid and Vehicle-to-X technologies could further increase this benefit and
facilitate the integration of high numbers of EVs
into the grid by providing so-called “grid services”.

Destination,
To enable the usage of these technologies on a
∑
Arrival time
large scale, all involved stakeholders including
Est. Parking time,
the EV owners need to see a clear benefit. Thus,
SoC, SoH
the overall objective of XL-Connect is to provide
a platform to optimize the entire charging chain
Investigation of user behaviour and analysis of the energy system and grid enables
- from energy provision to the end user – and to
prediction of possible shortcomings in the electric grid and energy system.
create a convincing benefit for all stakeholders.
Simulationsplattform für Regelung und Vorhersage

The assessment of the user behaviour as well as
the analysis of the energy system and grid will
form the basis from a research side. The prediction of the future behaviour of EV owners and fleet
operators – which is also affected by trustworthy
information concerning the impact of (de-)charging on the lifetime of batteries - as well as to
foresee possible shortcomings in the electric grid
and energy system are key to control the system
of systems.
The core element for the XL-Connect predictive
energy management is the established Co-simulation platform from Virtual Vehicle ICOS, which
proved it’s capabilities for mobile applications.
For XL-Connect the system boundaries have been
extended beyond the vehicle to the infrastructure side, with the following key elements:
• Prediction of grid load: with AI-supported prediction tools, the future grid load in low-, middle- and high-voltage grids can be estimated;
• Prediction of renewables: also the intermittent
energy coming from sun- and wind can be estimated with AI-supported prediction tools;
• Prediction of energy consumption of EV: based
on the user behavior of EV drivers (representative trips and charging behavior) the required
energy and power can be predicted. Further,
also the user reaction on different incentives
(e.g. reduction of energy bill, free parking etc.)
is modelled;
• Advanced charging technologies: the innovative charging concepts as e.g. vehicle-to-grid are

G2V

Time, costs, CO2-emissions

V2G

Time, remuneration,
SoH, SoC
SoC … State of Charge
SoH … State of Health
3

Simulation platform
for predictive
Energy Management

Prediction of grid load

Advanced charging
technologies

Prediction of renewables

Sector coupling

Prediction of energy
consumption of EV

Storage concepts,
Battery digital twins

Smart charging simulation environment with a digital twin
VIRTUAL VEHICLE - Confidential
of the charging chain as core element

considered and their impact on the grid evaluated;
• Sector coupling: concepts as power to heat or
power to hydrogen are considered and their
impact on the grid evaluated;
• Storage concepts: by means of battery digital
twins the battery ageing can be quantified and
the usage of second life batteries as decentralized storage in the grid evaluated.
Thus, with the XL-Connect platform for predictive
energy management different subsystems can be
connected and the influence of different parameters (e.g. different incentives as payments, total
cost of ownership or free parking) can be investigated with the goal to maximize the benefits for
all involved stakeholders.
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Predictive Maintenance

Austrian Light Vehicle Proving Region for Automated Driving

Project in a nutshell

MeTRIcS: A Holistic View on Future Rail
EVA KOINIG | Projekt Management, JOSEF FUCHS | Lead Researcher
New intelligent model- and data-based algorithms, tools and methods
for condition monitoring and prognosis of bogie components: the
METRICS project paved the way for a holistic view of rail vehicle components in the future.
METRCIS answered questions concerning
the increasing complexity and diversity of
influencing factors. Especially the area of
condition-based and predictive maintenance
can play a key role to increase the economic
efficiency of existing plants. Accurate vehicle
monitoring also allows maintenance plans to
be developed in more detail, which in turn
Watch the video:
Introduction to the
has a positive effect on both costs and vehicle
METRICS Project
availability.

Pictures: KK (2), ALP-Lab (2)

“The METRICS project showed us an effective
way of vehicle monitoring and the potential
of condition-based and predictive maintenance.” – Eva Koinig , Project Management
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In this project, methods were developed for
condition monitoring and condition prognosis of running gear components (spring and
damper elements). With the help of these
methods, it is possible to determine the state
of running gear components. This enables a
shift from interval-based to condition-based
maintenance planning. They were integrated
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into a test environment at Siemens, reproducing the real system on the vehicle. In addition, an integration into the Siemens Asset
Management System (Railigent) is possible as
well.
Health Monitoring & Prognostics-System
METRICS was carried out from April 2019 to
May 2021 in the FTI programme „Mobility of
the Future“. Cooperating partners have been
Siemens Mobility GmbH and Andata Entwicklungstechnologie GmbH.
A previously developed framework for the
systematic development of algorithms and
reproducible representations can now be validated in this project with the help of defined
use cases. Furthermore, the methods of the
defined Condition Monitoring & Progonsis
System for a retrofit solution could be tested
and developed on sensor data from an in-service vehicle.

Sustainable Automated Mobility:
Questions and Answers
In the position paper „Automated personal
mobility as the key to sustainable development“, ALP.Lab provides insights into the
sustainable future of automated mobility.

re must test today how new technologies can
be used for the benefit of the environment
and its inhabitants.

„It’s the year 2040. The transformation of
mobility is largely complete – particularly
because of automated vehicles.“ This vision
of a not-too-distant future is being examined
more closely by ALP.Lab, Austria’s test region
for automated driving.

Why is connected and automated mobility
more sustainable? How can ALP.Lab positively
influence this development? And what needs
to be achieved to bring automated mobility
quickly and safely onto the road? Answers to
those questions – and more – can be found in
condensed form on twelve pages as a download.

If used correctly, automated driving functions have great potential to drive the necessary transformation of mobility and to make
tomorrow‘s world more sustainable. In addition to progress in environmentally friendly drive technologies, the automation of mobility
offers numerous opportunities. For example,
this refers to the sustainable development of
cities, rural areas, and society, as well as to the
innovative strength of commercial, industrial
and research locations.

Founded in 2017 by AVL, MAGNA STEYR,
JOANNEUM RESEARCH, Graz University of
Technology and VIRTUAL VEHICLE, ALP.Lab
offers comprehensive services for safe and
secure testing of automated driving (AD)
technologies and advanced driver assistance (ADAS) systems for light vehicles.

Recommendations can also be found in the
position paper: If Austria wants to benefit
from the positive effects, researchers, manufacturers, users, politicians, and the legislatu-

• Enabling testing activities in both the
virtual and real world
• Providing an integrated test chain covering several core products & services
• Big set of traffic monitoring data
• > 400 km of roads as digital twin
• EuroNCAP conform testing equipment

Martin Aichholzer
Head of Marketing,
ALP-Lab GmbH
Martin.Aichholzer@alp-lab.at

Read more:
www.alp-lab.at/nachhaltigkeit-2021

ALP.Lab is supported by the Austrian
funding Agency FFG and the Federal
Ministry for Climate Protection, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology.

www.alp-lab.at
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Backstage

Three Questions to...
Dr. Christiane Essl
Christiane is a Lead Researcher at VIRTUAL
VEHICLE. She holds a master’s degree in technical physics and since April 2021 a PhD in electrical engineering, both from Graz University of
Technology. Her research is focused on battery
safety, with a special focus on gas analysis and
early detection of battery failures.

Christiane completed her doctoral thesis in
cooperation with AUDI AG as an external PhD
employee in the series development of HV battery systems. The cooperation with AUDI AG is currently ongoing as Postdoc. In the battery team,
she and her colleagues are investigating the
batteries for future series electric vehicles (EVs).

M.Sc. Kamil Sazgetdinov
Kamil is a researcher at VIRTUAL VEHICLE. He
studied mechanical engineering at Ilmenau
University of Technology (Germany), conducting research as a Siemens AG and Audi
AG R&D Fellow (Integrated Safety Systems)
and obtaining a master’s degree in 2019.
His research is centered on vehicle system
dynamics, with a special focus on the railway
industry applications.

Pictures: VIRTUAL VEHICLE (3), PRIV. (1)
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Kamil is also a member of the Automotive
Research Group within the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at Technische Universität Graz (Styria, Austria). There, he is carrying on his doctoral studies in multy-body
system dynamics, system modelling and
vehicle-track interaction analysis.

What are you working
on at the moment?

Christiane: Currently I am involved in several
projects, contract work and research projects,
investigating the failing behavior of lithiumion batteries and improving battery safety. My
daily work is strongly determined by a close
cooperation with automotive OEMs as well as
working on research projects such as the FFG
project GALION (gas sensors for Li-ion battery
systems). The project GALION aims to improve
battery safety by adding gas sensors and degassing functional polymers to battery applications
to detect a defect of a battery in an early stage.
Right now, our team is also expanding our expe-
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rimental battery lab and will double the test
capacities.
Kamil: Currently, we are working on a couple of exciting projects with colleagues from
Tribology Research Center (AC2T), Material
Center Leoben, Chalmers University of Technology, voestalpine Rail Systems and ÖBB.
Together, we are advancing the operation
and maintenance of the railway network by
optimizing the design of railway switches and
crossings, using wholistic system behavior
analysis.

2

What do you like most
about this project?

Christiane: Battery safety is a current and hot topic
- which is becoming increasingly important with the
growing EV market and new high energy batteries.
And that makes the topic very exciting. I enjoy the close cooperation with industry and research partners
and I am glad that our results are being used in (or at
least considered for) series products and help to construct safer battery packs. In general, I find the cooperation with industry and research partners as well
as different disciplines very important and valuable.
Through the exchange of different views, I can learn a
lot and for our battery test bed it means we can steadily improve it! Additionally, I enjoy presenting scientific results at conferences.
I am also pleased that in the meantime, an international cooperation in battery topics has been established, which may result in new joint projects in the
future.
Kamil: One of the most motivating factors is the
possibility to work with a range of interconnected
topics within the project. It’s great to have fruitful
and informative discussions with project colleagues (both internal and external) and see how different dots are getting connected at the end. This is
one of the big advantages of the scientific managerial personnel in our department. Our key and lead
researchers always strive to make our work-routine balanced. They allow us to focus on our field of
expertise, but at the same time keeping us involved
in broad project discussions. This helps us to keep
the “bigger picture” in mind. All VIRTUAL VEHICLE projects that I had a chance to work with so far
were bringing both joy during the process as well
as excellent results.

3

Your personal roadmap
to VIRTUAL VEHICLE?

Christiane: After finishing my master’s degree, I got
the chance to start in the battery group at VIRTUAL
VEHICLE and consequently had the great opportunity
to work with this exciting topic, push forward my own
ideas and develop them together in the team. The
FFG industry related PhD project helped me to find
my own field of research and to acquire exciting new
projects concerning battery failure analysis and early battery failure detection. My aim is to deliver high
quality data and to answer new questions for our costumers and project partners. I am glad to work in this
team and I am sure that we will do many more cool
battery projects.
Kamil: My journey already started in Kindergarten:
Being extremely curious by nature, I was always
fascinated by complex mechanisms, used to disassemble almost all the technical devices I could possibly find in our house and trying to understand the
connection between the design and functionality
of a wide range of mechanisms. This genuine curiosity was always a good companion through my life,
bringing me first to the Daimler R&D Department
where I first learned how to tackle complex problems through the deep understanding of the system.
Later I moved on to the Siemens R&D Department
where I deepened my knowledge working as a
research engineer, being responsible for the multi-body system analysis. Finally, I came to VIRTUAL
VEHICLE where I use all previously obtained knowledge and expertise every day to make big positive
changes in the Austrian transportation network.
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The MoComp bogie diagnostic solution based on artificial intelligence
enables the maintainer to optimize his processes and thus costs with a
simultaneous increase in availability.

Dr. Thomas Moshammer
Bogie Engineering
Innovation Area Lead
Digital Twin & Data Analytics
Siemens Mobility Austria

Read more:
“Data hunters
and gatherers“

The share of maintenance costs for railway
bogies is about one third of the total costs
of a railway vehicle. New bogie diagnostic
solutions including innovative analysis methods, cloud computing and artificial intelligence methods enable a new holistic way for
optimizing maintenance processes. Digital
transformation reduces life cycle costs while
increasing train availability and safety.
Artificial Intelligence on bogies –
IoT for a sustainable mobility!
Intelligent bogies developed at Siemens
Mobility Austria GmbH in the Bogie World
Competence Centre in Graz, make a significant contribution to maintenance optimization. During operation, the bogies are a
decisive component of the rail vehicle, which
guarantee safe running on the track, ensure best ride comfort and assure driving and
breaking of the train.
In the engineering phase of the bogies, beneath the functional topics above, the focus in
development is on maintainability and sustai-

nability. Intelligent bogies are able to distinguish whether detected anomalies are caused by damaged vehicle components or track
defects.
Additionally, the bogie diagnostic solution
determines anomalies and wear at any time
and estimates the remaining service life. The
bogies themselves know when they need to
go to the depot and which parts to be maintained.
Through consistent digitalization, maintenance costs are significantly reduced, there are
no breakdowns in operation, maintenance
measures can be planned, components can
be replaced at low cost, the availability of the
trains is increased, and the safety of the vehicles is maximized.

Bogie Diagnostics Solution FACTS:
Digitisation
Data Analytics
Artificial Intelligence
Embedded Feature
Extraction
Onboard Reasoning
Cloud Computing

Degradation Models
Health States
Remaining Lifetime
Estimation
Automated
Maintenance
Measures

Towards Smart Railway
Infrastructure Assets
Digital twins are enablers for a better system understanding and condition-based
maintenance.
The global trend towards digitalization and
digital twins of railway infrastructure assets
has an impact on railway operators, but also
on infrastructure suppliers. While today periodic interventions in the system are based on
tonnage, mileage or in some cases even time
– the future perspective goes in the direction
of unmanned inspection, condition based
decision-making and automated maintenance of railway assets. This will make the railway infrastructure in the future more reliable,
optimizes availability and we will have a higher safety level by the reduction of humans
in track.
Data driven models versus physical models
The main challenge of the next years is to
combine now different types of data to generate reliable digital twins. While R&D engineers usually want to work with physical
models, trying to explain a certain behaviour
on a deep physical basis, new possibilities

arise with the use of measurement data from
railway track. In railway infrastructure, several non-linear, state dependent mechanisms
are challenging to fully describe on a physical basis. Here the generation of data-driven
models and the use of artificial intelligence
algorithms can help to generate knowledge
of the damage mechanisms behind.
The hybrid approach

Uwe Oßberger
Vice President
Research & Development Turnouts
voestalpine Railway Systems

Therefore, the strategy of voestalpine Railway Systems, a subsidiary company of the
leading global steel and technology group
voestalpine goes in the direction of a hybrid
approach – using physical models wherever
possible and challenge / extend these models
with data-driven models based on the experiences from real railway operations. Physical
models also have one big advantage: Tuning
physical properties by design changes lead to
different results. This opens opportunities for
optimization of our products. At the end, only
validated digital twins will have a benefit for
operators and suppliers of railway infrastructure and generate value.

Pictures: SIEMENS (3), VOESTPINE (2)

The Digital Transformation in Maintenance

www.voestalpine.com/railway-systems
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Future Mobility

Electrified, autonomous, connected and up-to-date: The 14th edition
of Graz Symposium Virtual Vehicle (GSVF) offered new insights in the
field of system integration and virtual validation. Widely considered to
be the next “big thing” was software-defined vehicle development. VIRTUAL VEHICLE served fresh ideas and know-how for green mobility and
integrated transport concepts.
Software plays a central role in the mobility
industry – from optimising safety to making
vehicles more energy efficient. Software
technologies are ubiquitous, forcing companies to adapt their product visions, development approaches and business models. The
amount of sophisticated software needed to
realise safe and automated electrified vehicle
functions is enormous.
As a technology enabler, VIRTUAL VEHICLE
is leading the way in driving key pillars of
Green Mobility and Integrated Transport: the
development of autonomous driving, connected vehicles and powertrain electrification. Accordingly, the latest developments and
trends for the mobility of the future were the
focus of the 2021 edition of “Graz Symposium
Virtual Vehicle“.

A meeting point for industry experts
Since its first edition in 2008, the GSVF, hosted by VIRTUAL VEHICLE, has been regarded
as a meeting point for international industry
experts and keynote speakers.
As a platform for exchange and networking,
the event is more relevant today than ever
before: „Probably no other industry is experiencing such a profound and comprehensive
change as the automotive industry,“ explains
Jost Bernasch, Managing Director of VIRTUAL VEHICLE. And he adds: “we are very happy
that GSVF has proven to be successful even in
tough times for live events – it has truly fostered it’s importance in the expert’s community”.
In addition to the combustion engine (with
synthetic fuels), alternative forms of propulsion such as the electric motor are being
further developed, and there is also a shift
towards the „Software Defined Vehicle“ - i.e.
vehicles whose functions are primarily implemented and controlled via software.

As Europe‘s largest research center for virtual vehicle development, VIRTUAL VEHICLE
is considered a hub for the exchange of top
international experts. Thus, top-class keynote
speakers such as Carlo van Driesten (BMW
Group) or Florian Netter (Argo.AI) joined
again at GSVF 2021. Topics such as integrated
computing platforms for artificial intelligence
or new approaches to autonomous driving
were discussed.
High attention of the experts was given to
the keynote of the Swedish top expert Per
Runeson, who focused his remarks on the
topic of software engineering and thus the
emphasis on software development for vehicle development. Christoph Gümbel from
„Future Matters“ addressed the topic of how

new OEMs such as LucidTechnology are developing new vehicles and the extent to which
new methods of virtual development and
validation are being used there.
Eye catcher and world premiere: ZeroOne
VIRTUAL VEHICLE premiered ZeroOne, its
new in-house developed concept car. This
GSVF eye-catcher had it all: a clean, safe, lightweight and fully electric vehicle for the urban
traffic of the future. „Autonomous concepts
are changing the car into an active place to
stay. The interior is becoming much more
relevant, as people want to work and relax in
the car. Our ZeroOne demonstrates new technologies and is part of this vision of the future,“ says Jost Bernasch.

Pictures: VIRTUAL VEHICLE (12)

GSVF 2021: Vehicle Development Next Level

Top key notes

Papers, pictures and more:

www.gsvf.at

SAVE THE DATE: 31.08.-01.09.2022
15th
GRAZ SYMPOSIUM

VIRTUAL VEHICLE
AUG 31-SEP 01, 2022
Seifenfabrik/ Graz, Austria

THE NEXT BIG THING:

Software-Defined Vehicle Development
EARLY BIRD:
JULY 31, 2022

Organized by:
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Award Ceremony Houska Prize 2021:
Markus Postl and SPIDER team leader Christian
Schwarzl (both middle) proudly present their
Houska trophy. (Photo: Alexander Müller)

WorldExpo 2021

SPIDER wins Houska Prize 2021

Dubai meets SPIDER

The mobile test-robot SPIDER won second place and a prize money of
60.000€ in the category „Research and Development in SMEs“. In front of
around 220 guests from business and research, the B&C Private Foundation awarded Austria‘s best research projects with the prestigious Prize.

reputation that extends far beyond Austria’s
borders. This award strengthens our contribution to making automated mobility a reality
more quickly”.

After receiving numerous awards in Austria, including the Houska Prize 2021, the
SPIDER inspires the international community at the World Expo.

With a total endowment of 500.000€, the
Houska Prize is the largest private prize for
applied research in Austria. Every year, the
B&C Private Foundation awards this prize for
outstanding business-related research achievements in Austria. With a total of 61 submissions in the categories „University Research“
and „Research & Development in SMEs“, 10
projects have been nominated in a two-stage procedure by expert committees and have
been invited to the award ceremony in Vienna. With over 220 guests from business and
research, the projects were presented and
honoured. The SPIDER was awarded 2nd place and received a prize money of 60.000€ as
well as the Houska Prize trophy.

Mariella Schurz, Secretary General of the B&C
Private Foundation: „Austria is considered a
research-intensive country, but the decisive
factor is innovation output. With the Houska
Prize, we are addressing this interface between business and innovation and specifically promoting application-oriented research.
I am very pleased that we were once again
able to hold the award ceremony in a festive
setting and thus provide a worthy stage for
researchers who often work in obscurity.“

The long-awaited World Expo in Dubai opened on 1 October 2021. A prominent participant from Austria is the SPIDER. A model of
the autonomous driving test platform is on
display at the Expo. The miniature can be visited in the Austrian pavilion, which covers an
area of 2.400 m² and is located between the
pavilions of Switzerland and China.

Pictures: bcgruppe (2), VIRTUAL VEHICLE (1), ICS (1)

Great success for the SPIDER Team
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Naturally, SPIDER team leader Christian
Schwarzl was delighted: “We are pleased that
our research work on the development of test
systems for autonomous driving and driver
assistance systems has been honoured by the
jury. The Houska Prize enjoys an international
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The Houska Prize is Austria‘s largest private prize for application-led research
and therefore a highly prestigious award. (Photo: bcgruppe.at)

A separate area is dedicated to sustainable
innovations from Austria. In line with the
Expo motto „Connecting Minds, Creating the
Future“, innovations „Made in Austria“ contribute to making the world more sustainable,
safer and better.
This pavilion is an essential part of the exhibition and is dedicated to Austria‘s innovative
strength, which is represented in particular
by the SPIDER. “The EXPO in Dubai is a great
opportunity to show the world the potential
of Austrian research. With the SPIDER, we contribute a novel development and test solution

in the field of autonomous driving and robotics. The EXPO is a perfect stage for achieving
global recognition, leading to fruitful international collaborations addressing the imposed
big challenges together”, commented SPIDER
team-leader Christian Schwarzl.

The SPIDER
The autonomous driving test platform SPIDER („Smart Physical Demonstration
and Evaluation Robot“) is s a mobile hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) platform for
testing sensors, control units, autonomous driving functions and assistance
systems under real conditions.
Currently, the biggest challenge in the development of autonomous driving
functions and driver assistance systems is to ensure safety under real-world
conditions, as poor weather conditions such as rain or snowfall affect the performance of the sensors. In addition, there are an infinite number of traffic
situations that must be handled by an autonomous driving function.
With the SPIDER, the simple integration and safe and early testing of autonomous driving functions under real conditions is possible. In the process, the
SPIDER can be used to test individual components through to entire vehicle
functions independently of the target vehicle. It thus represents an efficient
testing alternative for suppliers and manufacturers in the automotive industry.
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News

EventRecap

WorldExpo Dubai
Strong sign of the Styrian economy: A
50-member Styrian business delegation
recently embarked on a trip to the United Arab
Emirates. The focus of the trip was the Expo
in Dubai. Of course, the pandemic is leaving
massive traces, especially in the export economy. This makes it even more important to
make Styrian know-how and innovative Styrian products visible and to be present abroad
despite difficult conditions. Styria sees great

opportunities especially in the production of
green energy, in the infrastructure sector and
in the topics of sustainability and mobility.
For VIRTUAL VEHICLE, Managing Director Jost
Bernasch presented a model of the SPIDER
mobile test platform, which was also awarded the „Forward-looking Innovation“ award
by the Austrian Chamber of Commerce. „The
trip was a good opportunity to make contacts
and to see how we as a Styrian industry can
succeed on the world market,“ was CEO Bernasch‘s summary.

VIRTUAL VEHICLE PhD Days 2021
Organizers Anton Fuchs and Hermann Steffan were proud to welcome students from
all around the world for the second edition
of the PHD Days. With the PhD Days, VIRTUAL
VEHICLE offers the brightest talents of its PhD
Cooperation program the chance to present
their works to a broader audience.
In close cooperation with international universities and research institutions, the format

creates a stage for young scientists and their
ideas for future mobility. Set up as a hybrid
event, this year’s PhD Days welcomed several PhD students and their supervising professors in person, others were included via
MS Teams meeting. COMET K2 partners were
invited to join as well. Additionally, outstanding VIRTUAL VEHICLE examples of research
projects with strong involvement of PhD students were presented.
www.v2c2.at/event/phddays21

www.wko.at/site/expoaustria/en/ilab.html

Hans-List-Fonds
Double success for VIRTUAL VEHICLE at this
year’s Hans List Fonds awards: With Christiane Essl and Enzo Harrer, two up-and-coming
researchers were awarded. Christiane Essl was
awarded a scholarship worth 5,000 euros for
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In recent years, researchers from VIRTUAL
VEHICLE have repeatedly been able to convince the jury, most recently Bernhard Fischbacher for his research on the Tomographic
Optical Ammonia Detector.
www.avl.com/hans-list-fonds

Beyond AI: Summer School 2021
This year’s Summer School went “Beyond AI”
– and got even bigger in terms of organizers
and participants. To encourage more cooperation, VIRTUAL VEHICLE has developed a
scientific network with the Graz University
of Technology and Field of Excellence “Complexity of Life in Basic Research and Innovation (COLIBRI)” at the University of Graz. On
three days, international experts talked about
the application of artificial intelligence (AI)
as one of the central components of digital
transformation in the automotive industry.

The summer school on “AI-enabled mobility”
introduces the participants to modern theories of machine learning and its applications
in mobility. The program addresses topics
of automated transportation, data analytics,
computer vision, artificial neural network,
speech recognition, within the legal and ethical framework.
www.v2c2.at/summerschool2021
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Pictures: VIRTUAL VEHICLE (2), AVL (1), ICS (2), KK (1)

her doctoral thesis at TU Graz entitled “Analysis and early detection of falling automotive
lithium-ion batteries”. Enzo Harrer won a prize
of 3,000 euros for his master’s thesis “Vehicle
Simulation: Dependence of System Optimisation on the Parameters of Co-Simulation
using the example of a Mild Hybrid Vehicle”.
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